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AIRLY MINE EXTENSION PROJECT - SSD 5581   21st September 2015 


 


This submission is an objection to the Airly Mine Extension Proposal 


 


I object to the proposal to extend mining east into A232, as this will effectively double the mining 
lease area, and was not an idea proposed during the first 20 years of the mine. 
This would mean that the mine was extracting coal under all of the Airly-Genowlan mesa. 
I want to see the eastern half left as it is, in an undisturbed state, with the SCA added to the National 
Parks estate. I don't want coal mining under every bit of ground where coal occurs. Some places of 
environmental significance should be left untouched for the future. Coal occurs commonly in eastern 
Australia, whereas the biodiversity and geodiversity of the Airly-Genowlan mesa are unique. If you 
want coal get it from some other degraded areas such as farmland which can be more readily 
rehabilitated and used again. 
The conservation value of Mugii Murum-ban SCA should be valued greater than the commercial 
value of the coal beneath it. 


The Department considers that the risk of subsidence impact to the critically-endangered Pultenaea 
and Heathland EEC is "low'. It should be "negligible", as the consequence of any impact would be 
high. 


The Department considers that mine-water would be "unlikely" to have greater-than- negligible 
impact on the downstream aquatic environment within the Gardens of Stone NP.    
This sounds too vague to me, and greater protection should be provided. The mine water discharged 
from the all the other Centennial Coal mines is high in salt and contains toxins, so why would this 
mine be any different except that there might be less of the water discharged. 


The construction of an additional 40,000 tone ROM coal stockpile and a 5.2 million cubic metre 
reject emplacement dump would be a blight on the landscape. 


Subsidence is predicted up to 125mm in the panel and pillar zone where 67% of coal is extracted. 
This mining method is proposed for the bulk of the proposed mining area, comprising the ridge top 
areas above the cliff lines. 
I believe that if any mining goes ahead it should be first workings only on the ridge-top areas, same 
as proposed for the Cliff Line Zone, without second workings. This would result in much smaller 
ground subsidence causing less environmental impacts, such as is the practice at Centennial Coal's 
Clarence Colliery. 
The predicted impacts of cracking and collapse of 2% of cliffs and pagodas is not acceptable in this 
day and age. The aim should be for negligible impacts. 


Subsidence of 200 to 500mm in the Interaction Zone which already has some cracks from old mining, 
is for just 1 Mt reserve of coal in that area. Leave it alone! 


Cracking of the ground from mine subsidence is bound to have adverse groundwater impacts, 
especially under the New Hartley mine old workings where subsidence is predicted to be up to 







500mm.  The National Trust listed New Hartley historic ruins are also under threat from the mine 
subsidence. 
 
Centennial’s plan to extract 52% of the coal under the State Conservation Area is not a proper 
balance between profit and the cost of irreversible environment damage.   


I don't believe that Centennial Coal should be giving money to the local Council and "community" as 
this is a form of bribery and a way of trying to get approval of developments. 


  


Regards... 
Andrew Valja 


 
















Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.


The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Andrew Wills


Tuesday, September 15, 2015 - 21:42












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Sunday, 20 September 2015 8:26:44 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Angela Moore


Sunday, September 20, 2015 - 08:26












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Supporting Airly Colliery extention
Date: Monday, 21 September 2015 8:16:47 PM


 To whom it may concern, 
 
 I am writing to support the proposed mine extention for Airly Colliery Capertee. It is
another mine in our district that provides solid employment.  


To add a personal part to this story I would like to elaborate on how coal mining is
important to me and my family. Firstly I work for  , as an 


. I have personally been affected by the closure of Baal bone and Angus
Place colliery, as my shifts have been cut from 3-4 shifts per week to barely 3 a month.
Also due to the recent stand down of the   employees we have been very short
on work.
I have had to seek employment elsewhere to earn the money I have lost from my shift
losses working at Coal Services. I am extremely saddened by this, as the   I provide
to our coal miners is the most enjoyable and rewardable  I have done in my
career. 


Another personal loss I am feeling is my   who have lived in  all their lives,
are now moving because my  was an employee of  , who
is now owned by  . They have shut down   and all of those
men have had to gain employment elsewhere out of  .


Our town cannot afford to lose Airly colliery, we have no other industry to employ the
numbers of people who will be affected, but not only that it is all the other supporting
business to the mine, the local small business, schools and the entire town that will be
devastated.
 
 Please find it in your hearts to approve this extension. These Coal Miners work physically
hard, in the dark, in dusty and wet conditions, breaking their bodies, losing their hearing
and compromising their lungs to provide us with a life for our families, our community
and providing coal so that we have the luxury of electricity and heat. Things that people
take granted.
 
 Kind regards and in good faith
      Angela Smith
 
    21/09/2015
    
 







 












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Monday, 21 September 2015 9:23:38 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump and ensure noise levels emitted from the mine be kept to below
background noise levels at the Airly Gap area and other important
destinations of quiet recreation.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the blight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Centennial Coal should, as a responsible corporate citizen, transfer all
suitable bushland it owns to the NPWS for addition to the Mugii Murum-ban
State Conservation Area.


Yours sincerely,


Ann Fogg


Ann Fogg


Monday, September 21, 2015 - 21:23












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Saturday, 12 September 2015 8:25:32 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


I have lived in the area for the past 40 years and value this beautiful
country.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Abigail Humphreys


Abigail  Humphreys


Saturday, September 12, 2015 - 08:25












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 10 September 2015 9:24:27 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Adam  Botham


Thursday, September 10, 2015 - 21:24












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 17 September 2015 6:22:36 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Ann Scully  


Thursday, September 17, 2015 - 18:22












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Sunday, 20 September 2015 8:28:18 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Adam Webeck


Sunday, September 20, 2015 - 08:28












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Wednesday, 23 September 2015 2:24:27 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the blight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Annette Schneider


Wednesday, September 23, 2015 - 14:24












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 10 September 2015 5:04:40 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Annie Wiese


Thursday, September 10, 2015 - 17:04












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Monday, 21 September 2015 10:17:03 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Aidan Bailey-Coles


Monday, September 21, 2015 - 10:16












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: airly mine extension project
Date: Wednesday, 23 September 2015 7:11:39 AM


To whom it may concern,
 
As a business owner in the Lithgow Area I am concerned with the delays to the Airly Mine
Approvals.
This affects my Business and many others in the Lithgow and Kandos regions which are under
extreme pressure
from closures such as Charbon Mine ,Cement Australia Kandos and Wallerawang Power Station, to
name a few.
Already delays with the Springvale approval has had a huge impact on the Area.
The Airly project would add jobs to an area with high unemployment and give certainty to the Area.
I have been a subcontractor to Centennial Coal locally for many years and find their OHS and
Environmental procedures to be of a very high standard.
Both Lithgow and Kandos Areas will go into decline, in my opinion, and unemployment will rise if
the government does not approve this project.
 
 
Yours Sincerely
Alan McGrath


  
 












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 10 September 2015 7:10:38 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Anthony Longhurst


Thursday, September 10, 2015 - 19:10












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Sunday, 13 September 2015 6:45:29 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,Alan Yuille


Alan Yuille


Sunday, September 13, 2015 - 06:45












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Friday, 18 September 2015 9:15:26 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


antonino virzi


Friday, September 18, 2015 - 21:15












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 17 September 2015 7:05:32 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Anurag Tiwari


Thursday, September 17, 2015 - 19:05












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Wednesday, 23 September 2015 6:34:37 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the blight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,
Alena


Alena Sen


Wednesday, September 23, 2015 - 18:34












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 10 September 2015 5:54:44 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


-Alex Barley


PS: As both an , a soon-to-be , and a keen
birdwatcher, it would be a travesty to let such a natural resource be wasted
through something as fleeting as coal. The land has far more value as
research and tourism then it does mining.


Alex Barley


Thursday, September 10, 2015 - 17:54












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Wednesday, 23 September 2015 4:25:27 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the blight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Arif Kapusta


Arif Kapusta


Wednesday, September 23, 2015 - 16:25












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 17 September 2015 1:55:49 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.


The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from







Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Alex


Alexander Beer


Thursday, September 17, 2015 - 13:55












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 17 September 2015 8:48:34 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


ashlee bull


Thursday, September 17, 2015 - 08:48












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Wednesday, 16 September 2015 8:26:34 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


As you can see I live in Northern NSW. I drove through the area of proposed
mining earlier this year, oblivious of this fact until I began to see signs
opposing mines.  I was, and am, appalled. All Australia is worth preserving.
This area, as  are so many others, is precious, fragile and irreplaceable.
What will be done to rehabilitate?  As if it is even remotely possible! 2015
is a time to finance renewable energy, not more fossil fuels.


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.







Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.


The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Audrey McLean


Audrey McLean


Wednesday, September 16, 2015 - 08:26












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission re Airly MIne Extension Project
Date: Friday, 18 September 2015 5:00:33 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk  AM


Chair Planning and Assessment Commission


GPO Box 3415


Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk


Submission as an objection to Airly Mine Extension Project


As a  local, who has lived in the valley for most of her life, I recommend that the PAC refuse 
consent for the extension of this project.


My reasons are several:


To start with,  my primary concern is that the mine extension will affect the quality and flow of 
water into the Capertee River.  Our property is a few metres from the river, and has always depended 
on the water table connected to the river for our water supply for stock, irrigation and household use. 
The windmill that pumps from this table has been working continuously since 1932.  Already, in 
drought times, the Capertee river dries up and the associated water table drops to a worryingly low 
level.  We have never lost our water supply entirely.  The mine will use vast quantities of water for 
the proposed washery – what will happen if our water supply dries up?  There is no compensation 
adequate for this scenario.


The IESC paper questions Centennial’s research and modelling as regards the possible impacts of the 
extension project on surface and ground water. some excerpts include: "Surface water hydrology data 
is lacking from Airly Creek"   "Structural features have not been considered in the hydrogeological 
modeling and ground water impact assessment" "the assessment of impacts to down stream water 
related assets arising from proposed discharges to Airly Creek has not been justified or supported by 
data..."


 


Centennial does not have a good environmental record.  There have been three breeches of polluted 
water overflowing into Airly Creek already. The purity of our water is important to all valley 
residents, and it is also a catchment area for the Colo – a precious world heritage area.


 


At the very least I would like to see all of the recommendations of the IESC paper put into place as 
regards a robust, credible water monitoring system.


 


My second concern is economics. Airly Mine closed right before xmas in 2012 because it was 
classed as “unviable”.  What has changed?  In an earlier submission I wrote that, as the  of 
the , initially, I welcomed the Airly Mine project in the 1990’s, as I thought it would 
bring much needed employment for families in our valley.  Having observed that no families in our 


 gained work from the mines, I am now very cynical about the economic benefit for our 
valley.







 


It appears that the jobs that are generated are immediately taken by miners from those mines that 
have closed down, such as Charbon, and the Lithgow coal fields.  I understand and am sympathetic 
as to why these miners are desperate for Airly to open.  They are the friends of my sons and the sons 
of my friends….  However, mining  is only a short term, and very destructive, solution to the 
problem of unemployment in regional areas. From my observation the mines don’t care about the 
welfare of their workers at all, and have no hesitation about laying them off when it suits.


 


The Productivity Commission figures show that the mining industry got direct subsidies of $492 
million last year (and a tax rate of 14%).  Wouldn’t it be far more beneficial for our community if 
the Australian government would use that amount to kick start renewable energy industries and 
provide employment which has a long term future and addresses issues such as climate change and 
pollution?


 


To conclude, I believe our valley has far more economic value as a scenic and relatively pristine 
potential World Heritage Area that is only three hours drive from Sydney; and it is not worth risking 
this for the dubious short term benefits of extending Airly Mine.


 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment,


 


Alexandra Mateer


 


 












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Sunday, 13 September 2015 7:38:28 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Alicia Trevelyan


Sunday, September 13, 2015 - 19:38












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 17 September 2015 5:47:06 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Alison Hodge


Thursday, September 17, 2015 - 17:47












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Saturday, 12 September 2015 10:20:07 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Alison Munro


Saturday, September 12, 2015 - 10:20












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Sunday, 20 September 2015 2:20:29 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


allicia stadon


Sunday, September 20, 2015 - 14:20





















From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Thursday, 10 September 2015 7:38:27 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would mean up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2014 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Amanda Lissarrague


Thursday, September 10, 2015 - 07:38












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Friday, 11 September 2015 2:30:42 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Amanda Owen


Friday, September 11, 2015 - 14:30












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Wednesday, 23 September 2015 2:42:03 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent.


Mining is a highly toxic and destructive activity causing great harm to our
Country, waterways and sacred rocky bush lands. The health of of Countries is
reflected in the health of our peoples - the disturbance and creation of
toxins, poisons, carcinogens in these activities is dangerous and
unacceptable.


The future of our children and our Countries - all the species - is dependent
on us investing in harnessing renewables, sustainable energy sources, the
sun, wind, rain. Not carving up and disturbing that which should remain in
the ground, that which belongs there because it was put there by the Dreaming
Ancestors.


The releasing of 'bombs' and explosions underground or above ground is
destructive and life-killing. In our culture, rock and minerals and sites are
living - like people, plants, animals. Everything is interconnected.


I believe in small towns and job opportunities - and good planning and vision
using sustainable and renewables will be able to deliver jobs and
opportunities. Investing in destruction will deliver just that.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Amanda Reynolds


Wednesday, September 23, 2015 - 14:42












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Att Joanna lee
Date: Thursday, 17 September 2015 10:03:49 AM


Regarding the airly mine project that will have a devastating impact on the gardens of stone np.


I submit my objection, I strongly oppose the project.


Amy Bell



mailto:pac@pac.nsw.gov.au










From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Wednesday, 23 September 2015 9:41:50 AM


I Amy Turner support the Airly Mine Extension Project.Airly Mine employees people from
the Kandos ,Rylstone,Lithgow and surrounding areas.with out the mine unemployment in
these areas would grow to a even higher level than it is already with the closure of
different companies over the last few years in these townships.This would have a big
impact on the mine employees and their families and the township they live in.The
employees of the mine would have to move from this lovely country area to find work
which would see a lot of local retail owners suffer as well and would see a lot of the
towns become ghost towns.
Airly Mine helps these townships with donations and helps different charitys with these
communities with money , labour and marterial.
Airly Mine number one priority is looking after the Environment and fauna, the amount
of wild life and bush land at Airly is unbelievable.
I come from a family with a long history in the Kandos area, my dad is a 3rd generation
of the Turner family in this aera and works at the mine, if Airly Mine does not get the
approvals they need we would be forced to sell up and leave our family history behind
to seek other employment.
My final plea is give is give this wonderful company the approval they need and save our
towns and livelihood.
Regards Amy Turner.  












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Tuesday, 22 September 2015 7:43:55 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the blight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


amy walker


Tuesday, September 22, 2015 - 19:43












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Tuesday, 22 September 2015 7:43:43 AM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the blight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,
Andi Neilands


Andi Neilands


Tuesday, September 22, 2015 - 07:43
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22 September 2015 


 


NSW Planning Assessment Commission 


GPO BOX 3415 


SYDNEY, NSW 2001 


pac@pac.nsw.gov.au 


Attention: JOHANNA LEE 


 


Dear Johanna 


AIRLY MINE EXTENSION PROJECT – Comments for PAC Meeting 23 September 2015 


Please find the following submission by the undersigned regarding possible Impacts to Groundwater by the 


proposed Centennial Airly Mine Extension Project. Groundwater Solutions International does not support Centennial 


Airly Pty Ltd application for the Airly Mine Extension Project. 


The letter report details my comments in response to Appendix E: GHD Pty Ltd ‘Response to Submission from 


Groundwater Solutions International’ (January 2015) as part of Centennial Airly’s ‘Response to Submissions’. GHD 


Pty Ltd did not provide a response to Groundwater Solutions International additional comments on the Peer Review 


of the Hydrogeological Model. 


Two submissions were originally made by Groundwater Solutions as follows: 


 Desktop Review of Airly Mine Extension Project: Groundwater Impact Assessment and Hydrogeological 


Model (30 October 2014) which formed part of Centennial Airly Pty Ltd Airly Mine Extension Project, 


Environmental Impact Statement. 


 Additional Submission by Groundwater Solutions International (6 November 2014) on the Peer Review of the 


Hydrogeological Model (Dr Noel Merrick, HydroAlgorithmics). The Peer Review was exhibited by Centennial 


Airly after the public exhibition period had closed and permission to submit was made as a matter of 


procedural fairness. 


Yours sincerely 


 


 


Andrea Broughton 


 


 


. 
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1.0 Introduction 
As requested by EDO NSW, on behalf of Capertee Valley Alliance, I have read the following documents and provided 


this letter report with my comments. 


Airly MEP EIS Appendix E Ground Water 


Airly MEP Lithgow City Council 


Airly MEP NOW EIS Submission 


Airly MEP OEH EIS Submission 


Airly MEP CVA EIS Submission 


Airly MEP CVEG EIS Submission 


Airly MEP IESC advice 


Airly MEP Response to Submissions (sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and Appendices A, E and G. 


Airly MEP Supplementary Information to RTS 


Airly MEP Preliminary Assessment Report 


PAR App H Recommended Conditions of consent 


This letter report is split into four sections: 


1. Comments by Groundwater Solutions International (GSI) in response to GHD Pty Ltd Response to Submission 


from GSI. 


2. GSI comments on the Peer Review by Dr Noel Merrick, HydroAlgorithmics. 


3. GSI comments on GHD Airly Mine Extension Project – Fault Zone Hydrogeology.  


4. GSI comments on NSW Department of Planning & Environment ‘Secretary’s Preliminary Environmental 


Assessment Report’ and Draft Conditions of Consent (Appendix H) 


2.0 Comments on GHD response to Submission from GSI 
There were nine comments submitted by Groundwater Solutions International (30 October 2014) with regard to 


GHD Groundwater Impact Assessment and Hydrogeological Model. The concerns are summarised below with 


comments on GHDs responses: 


1. No Peer Review of the Hydrogeological Model had been published. 


After GSI made the submission and the exhibition period was closed, Centennial Airly added a Peer Review of the 


Hydrogeological Model by Dr Noel Merrick, HydroAlgorithmics. GHD did not provide a comment in their response to 


Submission from GSI, as the Peer Review was published before this occurred. However, GHD did not subsequently 


make a supplementary comment on GSIs supplementary submission (6 November 2014). Questions remain and will 


be discussed fully in Section 3.0 of this letter report. 
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2. The Groundwater Monitoring Network did not represent the area of interest and the proposed new 


monitoring bores for Authorisation Area 232 should have been completed and data used as part of the 


EIS. 


GHD confirmed the number of boreholes: 23 VWPs and 5 standpipes (including the production bore). There is 


currently over two years of monitoring data for 15 VWPs and two monitoring bores. These monitoring bores 


represent the central zone of the Airly Mine Area only. The monitoring bore network does not represent the 


Proposed Mine Extension Area in the east, which the EIS and Numerical Groundwater Model were supposed to 


cover. GHD state that the IESC were satisfied that ‘….groundwater data has largely been collected to a satisfactory 


standard and over an appropriate timeframe’. I disagree, the groundwater data does not cover the eastern mine 


area where Emu and Dog Trap Creeks rise from and where there are many private bores downgradient in the same 


catchments which may be in hydraulic connection with the alluvial aquifers in these catchments. Subsidence and 


drawdown impacts on baseflow and seepage will affect the habitats of GDEs such as the endangered bird the Regent 


Honey Eater, which is found in the eastern areas of Genowlan Mountain. The IESC stated ‘….subsidence and 


drawdown impacts are likely to reduce flows in Gap and Genowlan creeks and potentially impact local groundwater 


dependent ecosystems’. This comment could be equally applied to the Emu and Dog Trap creek catchments. 


I understand Airly Mine is located in a closed hydrogeological system and there is limited response to rainfall with 


the exception of the shallow alluvium. I understand the network of fractures and joints provide the predominant 


pathway for groundwater movement toward seepage areas and baseflow, rather than downward to the Lithgow 


Coal Seam and regional groundwater systems, except, what if subsidence leads to the lowering of the hydraulic 


conductivity of the fractures and joints to the point where fault zones gain more influence in vertical conducting 


groundwater flow. Given no studies have been done in the eastern area of Airly Mine GHD are not able to confirm 


this. 


GHD state drilling of four additional monitoring bores is to commence in early 2015. Were the NSW Office of Water 


(NOW) consulted before drilling the additional standpipe monitoring bores and VWPs? GHD state ‘NOW, in their 


submission on the EIS (dated 7 November 2014), has not raised concerns regarding the groundwater monitoring 


network and existing data’. However, NOW have asked on three occasions to be consulted by Centennial with 


regards to the Airly Mine Groundwater Monitoring and Modelling Plan of which the location of monitoring bores is 


important. The last communication was a letter on 9 March 2015 from Mitchell Issacs, Manager Strategic 


Stakeholder Liaison, NSW Office of Water (Dept of Primary Industries) to Thomas Watt, Planning Officer, Resource 


Assessments, (Department of Planning & Environment). 


3. The EIS was light on data supporting the conclusions made by GHD. The information required was 


discussed further on in the Submission by GSI, such as geological logs, standpipe screen intervals, details 


regarding the installation of the VWPs, reduced levels of standpipes, packer test data. 


No comment by GHD except their response to Point 2 above that the IESC were satisfied that ‘….groundwater data 


has largely been collected to a satisfactory standard and over an appropriate timeframe’. 


Mine dewatering and subsidence may alter the hydraulic ability of the local groundwater system to transmit 


groundwater. 


GHD state ‘due to the extensive network of fractures and joints throughout the Triassic strata it is considered 


unlikely that fracturing and deformation of strata overlying the mine workings will be altered to such an extent that 


natural groundwater flow to seepages areas and waterways will reduce.’ The subsidence assessment for the Project 
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cannot predict any impacts to the Triassic strata in the eastern area of A232. What monitoring systems are in place 


to measure whether this is the case for the whole Airly Mine area, not just the central area centred on Gap Creek? 


4. Reduced baseflow recharge to the Quaternary alluvium, and Creeks, may reduce recharge to the 


underlying shallow aquifers of the Shoalhaven and Devonian Formation. 


I understand this has been considered in the numerical hydrogeological model and a drawdown prediction of 0.1m 


in the Shoalhaven aquifer has been made within the Project Area. There is never a single value for drawdown 


predictions, only ranges. What is the upper and lower end of the drawdown predictions in the Shoalhaven 


formation? What range in streambed conductance values were used along all creek reaches directly overlying both 


the Shoalhaven and Devonian shallow aquifers? 


I suspect this model is not able to represent drawdown effects on a local scale. I understand GHD have discussed this 


in the IESC submission saying running the model with a smaller 25 x 25m grid actually indicated groundwater levels 


will not be lowered to the extent as was predicted with the 50 x 50m grid. However, the actual data on the ground is 


not small scale enough to allow adequate predictions on a 25 x 25m grid. 


What monitoring plan does Centennial have to ground truth the numerical groundwater model predictions of 


seepage and baseflow reductions, on Emu Swamp and Dog Trap creek? 


5. Centennial Airly have not included a study of cumulative effects of dewatering and subsidence on 


groundwater levels in the colluvium and alluvium under drought conditions. 


I understand the numerical hydrogeological model is being used to predict non-rainfall (mining) effects on local and 


regional groundwater. Given the site water balance model requires rainfall inputs into the model and averaged 


rainfall has been used for this numerical model, then I still don’t understand why a drought scenario has not been 


run? 


6. Centennial Airly bought an ‘Additional Entitlement’ WAL 36565 for 120 ML/year from the Sydney North 


Basin. The source for this ‘Additional Entitlement’ has not been published. 


I understand the additional entitlement was obtained by Centennial Airly through a tender process under a 


Controlled Allocation Order. I understand the additional entitlement was obtained from a groundwater source that 


previously had unassigned water. The answer I want to know is which aquifer source is the additional entitlement 


coming from? A groundwater licence saying Centennial can abstract groundwater from the local Capertee 


Catchment based on the availability of groundwater from a source that is not in the local Capertee Catchment 


(whether by coal seam dewatering or extraction from the production bore) is wrong. Airly mine will be dewatering 


from a closed hydrogeological system where groundwater is often scarce. If Centennial has a licence to take 


groundwater because they have a number on paper saying they can, does not mean groundwater is available to be 


taken. This will affect the GDEs. This is a number shuffling exercise on paper and will affect the Water Balance 


Model. 


7. Once the mine reaches its peak requirements of 199 ML/year and is recycling 80% of this produced water 


there will be no need to have a 278 ML/year groundwater allocation for the life of the mine. 


GHD has explained NOW require them to hold a WAL for the life of the mine and after mining ceases (as 


groundwater take may still be occurring), whether Centennial take groundwater or not, in accordance with the 


Aquifer Interference Plan. 
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access the Devonian aquifer. He rightly said they will be concerned about the security of their water resource 


and this should have been addressed in the groundwater model. Given no monitoring data has been collected 


for the eastern Mine Extension area the numerical groundwater model cannot be calibrated for steady state 


flow in the eastern area. Again this is the catchment for Emu Swamp and Dog Trap Creeks along which there are 


many private groundwater bores. 


 


To date GSI believed Dr Merrick was incorrect in his belief that the majority of bores are located in the Devonian 


aquifers. Anecdotal water quality evidence mentioned to GSI by the landholders suggested their bores are 


actually located in the Shoalhaven formation. This was based on poor water quality from their bores. It is 


possible that the bores are extracting groundwater from the Devonian aquifer but may have increased levels in 


pH over the years due to mixing from another groundwater source. I understand the chemical signature of the 


Devonian and Shoalhaven formation aquifers are distinctly different. However, GSI is not aware of any chemical 


analysis studies from private bores conducted by Centennial in the Emu Swamp and Dog Trap creek catchments. 


There is a possibly there may be a proportion of groundwater recharge to the Devonian aquifer from the 


overlying poorer quality Shoalhaven groundwater systems. The alluvial aquifers in the lower Emu Swamp and 


Dog Trap creek catchments may be contaminated by poor quality water from Airly Creek and recharging the 


underlying Devonian aquifers if there is a hydraulic connection with the creek bed. GHD need to gather more 


data in these catchments and check their conceptual groundwater model in the eastern area of the Proposed 


Mine Extension Area. 


 


As it stands mining project impacts on the Shoalhaven and Devonian formation groundwater users has not been 


adequately modelled and discussed in the Environmental Impact Statement. This is mentioned in Dr Merrick’s 


Peer Review. 


 


7. Potential changes in baseflow were assessed from 11 locations throughout the model domain to determine 


whether any baseflow reductions occurred at the model boundary and at the confluence of Gap and Genowlan 


Creeks. No assessment locations were used in the upper tributaries of the model domain. Predicted changes in 


baseflow and groundwater drawdown as a result of proposed mining operations is sensitive to hydraulic 


conductivity values assigned to both the alluvium and Permian strata. However, there is little real data used to 


calibrate the transient model and to check on the model predictions. Dr Merrick also stated the transient model 


is not sufficiently calibrated against temporal observations. 


 


8. Dr Merrick concludes ‘although more work could have been done to make the groundwater model more robust, 


the model is considered sufficiently fit for purpose, as required by the Aquifer Interference Policy’. GSI 


understands the calibrated transient model is required to make predictions spanning 60-70 years. The model is 


not calibrated for transient modelling (it has been roughly verified) and therefore any conclusions regarding 


aquifer recovery and long term effects are not sound. 


The remaining comments made by Dr Merrick regarding the groundwater model are supported by GSI. 


4.0 GSI comments on Fault Zone Hydrogeology (GHD, 16 January 2015).   
 
GHD’s letter report to Centennial Airly Pty Ltd titled ‘Airly Mine Extension Project – Response to Submissions Fault 


Zone Hydrogeology (GHD, 16 January 2015) outlined a Fault Zone Hydrogeological study in response to IESC request 


for supplementary information. 
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GHD state the following observations from 23 packer tests from the 23 VWPs, installed across seven borehole 


locations and with four borehole sites (ARP01, ARP04, ARP07 and ARP08) within the mapped fault zones: 


1. Faults are not transmitting horizontal groundwater flow. 


2. Given the low hydraulic gradient across the eastern Airly Mountain and western Genowlan Mountain area 


the faults are also not the main vertical transmitters of groundwater flow. GHD state the four borehole sites 


located on fault zones do not indicate a great loss of water. 


3. There is a negative piezometric pressure in most of the boreholes indicating there is a downward flow of 


groundwater and represented as an unsaturated zone. GHD indicated there was a high loss of groundwater, 


so much so that it made it impossible to undertake a meaningful packer tests. 


4. Positive piezometric pressure is generally low (<10m) which GHD say reflects the extensive groundwater 


seepage areas across the slops of Mt Airly and Genowlan Mountain.  


5. The Triassic Narrabeen Sandstone and Permian strata of Mt Airly and Genowlan Mountain are characterized 


by a regular pattern of joints and fractures, with spacing in the order of 10-20m, based on analysis of aerial 


imagery and from the exploration drilling program. 


6. GHD conclude the faults are not the main transmitters of groundwater flow, but fractures and joints in the 


Narrabeen Sandstone are. The fractures and joints direct groundwater to seepage areas across the slopes of 


Mt Airly and Genowlan Mountain. This is supported by the water loss during drilling and packer testing and 


the unsaturated conditions found in the Lithgow Coal Seam. 


GHD state there is no hydraulic connection between the Triassic and Permian formations, and the underlying 


Shoalhaven and Devonian aquifers. GSI are not convinced of this given no chemical analysis studies have been 


carried out in private bores to east of A232 (refer to comments in Section 3.0). I understand seepage and baseflow 


seem to be the main groundwater outputs in the central Airly Mine area based on the VWPs, however, the eastern 


area (Eastern Genowlan Mountain) of the Proposed Mine Extension has not been studied. Once the proposed 2015 


drilling program has been completed, and the baseline data collected (including packer tests), the conceptual 


groundwater model will need to be reassessed. 


Not a lot of work has been done in the EIS regarding impacts of subsidence in the eastern extension area on the 


fractures and joints in the overlying Triassic and Permian strata. If subsidence compact the strata fractures and joints 


then the hydraulic conductivity will be reduced. Is it therefore not possible that the fault zones may become the 


predominant conduits to vertical groundwater flow in subsidence affected areas? I would expect compaction from 


subsidence would have an impact on fractures and joints more readily than fault zones. This in turn will have an 


impact on the ability of the strata to transmit groundwater to seepage areas and as baseflow to creeks. If the faults 


could become the predominant conduit to groundwater flow in areas of Airly Mine then that could allow for deep 


migration of groundwater into the underlying Lithgow Coal Seam and/or the underlying Shoalhaven formations. 


Although the Devonian regional aquifer is recharged from the northern and eastern areas, local influence from Airly 


Mine could occur if a hydraulic connection was established with the overlying Shoalhaven formation. This could 


possibly occur if fault zones predominate over compacted fractures and joints in the overlying Triassic and Permian 


formations. 


The reduction of baseflow and seepage to the Quaternary alluvium along Gap, Genowlan, Airly, Emu Swamp and 


Trap Dog Creeks Creek will impact on recharge to the shallow Shoalhaven and Devonian aquifers where they are in 


hydraulic connection with the overlying alluvial aquifers. This will ultimately impact on the private bores in the area. 


Centennial said they will be carrying out a bore drilling program to increase their groundwater/seepage monitoring 


network in early 2015. Has this happened and if so were NOW consulted as to the siting of the monitoring bores and 


tests to be undertaken?  This data should have been used in the Centennial EIS to calibrate their numerical model for 
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steady state conditions, and ultimately for transient conditions to enable more credible predictions of impacts to 


baseflow, groundwater and GDEs. 


5.0 Comment on NSW Department of Planning & Environment ‘Secretary’s 


Preliminary Environmental Assessment Report’ (August 2015) 


5.1 Groundwater System and Model 
In the NSW Department of Planning & Environment ‘Secretary’s Preliminary Environmental Assessment Report’ 


(August 2015) the Department consider there is sufficient data available for the assessment. GSI continues to 


disagree since there is no monitoring data (2 years) to calibrate the groundwater model for steady state flow in the 


eastern portion of A232. This is a basic requirement to meet the need for constructing a working groundwater model 


which forms the basis for determining whether subsidence will affect the groundwater flow regime and GDEs. The 


Department agrees that data from the additional monitoring bores in the proposed eastern portion of the A232 


should inform the development of the mine plan, via adaptive management (pg. 45). GSI recommend at least two 


years of data from the additional bores be gathered before any mine operations commence in the eastern portion of 


A232. Adaptive management has its place but to not have essential data at the outset is negligent.  


The Department recommended conditions requiring the mine to calibrate the groundwater model as part of the 


Water Management Plan and to use this data to inform adaptive management practices in Extraction Plans as mining 


moves from the west to east on the site (pg. 45). 


5.2 Drawdown within the shallow alluvial groundwater source 
The Department considers there will be no change in water quality to Gap or Genowlan Creek, or to the beneficial 


use categories of these creeks as a result of predicted levels of groundwater drawdown (2.5-3.5m beneath Gap 


Creek and up to 1.1m beneath Genowlan Creek). The Department concludes no high priority GDEs or groundwater 


users would be affected and baseflow losses would be minor. The Department considers impacts to the alluvial 


groundwater sources are less than the Level 1 minimal impact consideration under the Aquifer Interference Plan 


(AIP). 


As stated in the Secretary’s report on page 46 Centennial has previously monitored drawdown of 3.5m in the Gap 


Creek alluvium due to climatic conditions (I presume drought conditions) between August 2012 and April 2013, with 


no change in groundwater quality. GSI consider if there is a predicted drawdown of 2.5-3.5m within a period of 


drought then the cumulative drawdown effect from mining activities will be up to 7m (depending on the alluvial 


aquifer thickness), which is similar to that predicted by GSI in its submission in October 2014. GSI would expect the 


water quality would be compromised if this was to occur and GDE’s or groundwater users would be affected. GSI 


consider impacts will be more than the Level 1 minimal impact consideration under the AIP during drought periods 


and licence conditions need to be made to manage these impacts. 


5.3 Drawdown within the less productive porous and fractured rock groundwater 


sources. 
The Department believes that fracturing due to coal mining will be limited to the Permian formation. The overlying 


Narrabeen Sandstone is not expected to experience additional fracturing and groundwater flow will continue to flow 


horizontally through fractures and joints to seepage areas and as baseflow to creeks where the strata outcrops, 


rather than to the mine workings  and the regional groundwater sources below. The Department is also satisfied that 


there will be no inter-aquifer connectivity between the local and regional groundwater sources as a result of mining-
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induced subsidence or sub-surface fracturing. The Department concludes that the proposed depressurisation and 


drawdown would be within the Level 1 minimal impact consideration under the Aquifer Interference Plan. 


GSI do not believe the Department has sufficient data from the proposed mine extension area to form this 


conclusion at this point in time for reasons already discussed above. 


5.4 Drawdown within the highly productive porous and fractured rock groundwater 


sources. 
GSI received anecdotal reports of poor water quality from private bores located in the Devonian regional 


groundwater resource in the Dog Trap-Coco Creek and Emu Swamp Creek areas. GSI consider that maybe these 


bores were actually either located within the Shoalhaven groundwater resource, or their bores are inducing local 


drawdown flows from the overlying Shoalhaven source. Even if this was so, the Department considers that as there 


is minimal drawdown of 0.1m in the Shoalhaven Group that there is unlikely to be any impact to groundwater users 


who may extract from this groundwater source. 


There is a possibility that these bores could be at shallow levels within the Devonian aquifer and are in hydraulic 


connection with the overlying alluvial aquifer associated with Airly/Coco Creek, which has poor water quality. The 


Department has been given one value of drawdown which is unrealistic in the field of hydrogeology. Centennial 


should provide a range in drawdown values. 


5.5 Monitoring and Management 
The Department believes the additional monitoring bores proposed for the eastern area of A232 would improve the 


coverage of groundwater monitoring across the site and enable greater calibration of the groundwater model and 


predicted impacts as part of the mine’s Water Management Plan. This information would be incorporated into the 


Extraction Plan process and inform adaptive management practices as mining progresses from west to east across 


the site. 


GSI recommend the Department not state how many additional bores will be required for the eastern A232 area, but 


to state that the monitoring bores requirements are at NOW’s discretion when Centennial consult them on the 


Groundwater Monitoring and Management Plan. GSI also confirm that this additional data should be collected for at 


least two years and the groundwater model updated before any mining commences in the eastern portion of A232. 


5.6 Draft Conditions of Consent (Appendix H) 


5.6.1 Extraction Plan 


Section 5 (g) (iii) Water Management Plan 


The Secretary stated the ‘Department believes the additional monitoring bores proposed for the eastern area of 


A232 would improve the coverage of groundwater monitoring across the site and enable greater calibration of the 


groundwater model and predicted impacts as part of the mine’s Water Management Plan. This information would 


be incorporated into the Extraction Plan process and inform adaptive management practices as mining progresses 


from west to east across the site.’ 


This has not been clearly stipulated in the Extraction Plan. GSI would also recommend that NOW decide whether 


four monitoring boreholes with loggers is sufficient to represent the eastern portion of A232. 


GSI requests that Emu Swamp and Dog Trap Creeks are included in the baseline monitoring. The creeks and 


associated alluvial aquifer systems have been largely ignored, along with the eastern portion of the A232, even 


though there are GDEs (endangered bird Regent Honey Eater) and groundwater users in the catchment. 
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With regard to the ‘Notes’…Condition 5 Extraction Plan does not apply to first or second workings which are covered 


by an Extraction Plan or Subsidence Management Plan which has been already approved, or is under assessment as 


at the date of this development consent’…It is hard to comment whether this condition is reasonable when the 


existing Extraction Plan has not been exhibited. 


GSI would expect the water quality in the Gap Creek Alluvium would be compromised if cumulative effects of 


drought and mining activities caused the water table to drawdown up to 7m (depending on the alluvial aquifer 


thickness). If this was to occur, then GDE’s and/or groundwater users would be affected. GSI consider impacts will be 


more than the Level 1 minimal impact consideration under the AIP during drought periods and licence conditions 


need to be made to manage these impacts. 


5.6.2 Water Management Plan 


Section 13 (d) (iii) Groundwater Management Plan 


GSI strongly recommends Centennial consult NOW for the location of any monitoring bores to be drilled in the 


eastern portion of the Proposed Mine Extension Area. The Central area of the site is well monitored. However, the 


proposed four additional boreholes for the Eastern A232 area may not be located in the optimum sites and may not 


be sufficient in numbers to represent site coverage. 


GSI is in agreement with all remaining parts of the Water Management Plan. Adaptive management is not the best 


approach but is the most realistic, as data and interpretation of that data comes to hand. GSI recommend that 


Centennial does not proceed with mining in the Eastern A232 area until at least 2 years of monitoring data is 


compiled, processed and the updated numerical groundwater model run for all scenarios including using climatic 


data from the new station that is to be installed at Airly Mine. 


6.0 Conclusion 
Groundwater Solutions International (GSI) has read the appropriate documents and is submitting the above 


comments relating to groundwater impacts from Centennial’s Proposed Mine Extension to the Planning Assessment 


Committee for consideration. Groundwater Solutions International does not support Centennial Airly Pty Ltd 


application for the Airly Mine Extension Project. 












To Whom It may Concern  


I would like to voice my support for Airly Mine Extension plan, I strongly support the project going ahead 


for a number of reasons. 


Although I am not an employee of Airly , I am however an employee of a small business in the local 


district.If the expansion were to not go ahead we, along with several other business’ in the local area 


will be severely impacted. 


The considerable workforce of Airly will not be the jobs in jeopardy if this expansion is rejected. The 


local newsagent will be impacted when those employees that used to call in on the way to work to pick 


up a paper no longer are on their way to work same goes for the local take away shop and bakery. 


All these business’ that have employees, that rely on their jobs to support their families. 


The local pharmacy will suffer without the repeat  business of employees of Airly mine that drop off 


prescriptions on their way to work and pick them up on their way home. This is particularly concerning 


as Wallerawang has a significant aging population that rely heavily on this same local pharmacy, If the 


Pharmacy no longer has enough business to continue to operate in Wallerawang these elderly will suffer 


as a result. 


I too, as a local  will feel the effects, as servicing the  becomes lower and lower on 


the priority list. When work is carried out on , we then have to chase customers for payment. 


I Fear for these local business owners and the future of Wallerawang, without these local business 


owners who will sponsor our local football club? At present some of the major sponsors are those small 


business houses within Wallerawang. What will happen to Wallerawang a small town that has already 


sustained a massive hit buy losing both the Power station & Angus Place colliery. 


I fear for my children’s future in the district, what industry will be left by the time my year old is 17 


years old and perhaps applying for an apprenticeship. What will be left locally that will be available to 


him? 


I want to know what gives outsiders to our district the right to come in & oppose something that does 


not affect them? They don’t support local business, they do not live in the area, Why does someone 


from Kiama or Wollongong, Who will go back home again after they have had their say even get a say in 


what happens in our local district? 


I hope you will take all these point into consideration when making a decision that, effects not only Airly 


but the entire community. 


Kind Regards  


Andrew Griffiths 












From:
To: pac pac
Subject: Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension Project
Date: Wednesday, 16 September 2015 7:04:37 PM


Ms Robyn Kruk AM
Chair
Planning Assessment Commission
GPO Box 3415
Sydney NSW 2001


Dear Ms Kruk,


         Submission as an objection to proposal R033/15 - Airly Mine Extension
Project


I request that the Planning Assessment Commission (the PAC) recommend refusal
of consent, as Centennial Coal has not kept its promise to retain half the
coal under all areas mined. If the alternative proposal to limit the damage
to the 40 kilometres of cliff line to two per cent in this reserve were
adopted, it would permit up to 800 metres of unacceptable cliff falls.


All the high cliffs, as well as pagodas, the Grotto, the Valley of the Kings
and the historical New Hartley Oil Shale Mine of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area must be defined as sensitive heritage of special
significance and fully protected from subsidence impacts. In addition, cliffs
over 50 metres in height, such as those of Genowlan Point and Point Hatteras,
should not be undermined, even for ‘first workings’.


Commissioner, the 2013 mining policy required resource economics to be the
primary consideration in decision making processes. Under this policy, the
Department of Planning and Environment’s project assessment report
discounted natural and cultural heritage protection. For example, the
Department has recommended ‘efficient recovery of the coal resource’ in
the New Hartley mine interaction area, putting pagodas, cliffs and cultural
heritage at risk of damage. Under the September 2015 policy, mining under the
interaction area, high cliffs and talus slopes should be restricted to first
workings. Such coal conservation thinking should not be a consideration in
our climate changing world.


The Department also failed to recommend conditions which ensure the health of
streams. The pit top must be placed in a ‘restricted release zone’. The
Environment Protection Licence must specify and limit all pollutants
discharged from this zone to ensure a neutral or beneficial effect on water
chemistry and aquatic life in the downstream national parks and the World
Heritage Area.


Toxic mine effluent must be minimised by separating clean runoff from the
toxic cocktail of mine water make, bore process water and runoff in the pit
top area. The proposed coal preparation plant must be required to use
chemically polluted water stored on site in the restricted release zone until
exhausted before using other water sources.


Centennial must provide alternative water resources to replace those lost due
to mining, such as at the Village Spring in the oil shale ruins precinct.  A
small roofed area, with storage tank should be provided at suitable sites to
provide park visitors with replacement water sources. Without water, the
ability to visit the area becomes restricted.







The proposed coal reject emplacement area must be adequately screened from
Glen Davis Road, so that tourists to the largest canyon in the world, the
scenic Capertee Valley, are not welcomed by the blight of Centennial's 50Mt
megadump.


Today's mining industry must also clean up the bight of past mining
operations. The exposed toxic mine waste dumps associated with historical oil
shale works in the head catchment of Torbane Creek must be rehabilitated by
Centennial to reduce pollution runoff to acceptable levels.


Thank you for considering this submission as an objection to the Airly Mine
Extension Project.


Yours sincerely,


Andrew  Lovell


Wednesday, September 16, 2015 - 19:04


















